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Master Thesis:
Using Generative Deep Learning to Simulate Market Impact
in Backtesting
In the realm of high-frequency trading (HFT), strategy backtesting on limit order book (LOB) data requires
complex mathematical models and careful consideration of market microstructural dynamics to estimate the
effect that, in hindsight, some order would have had on historical data. More precisely, a sophisticated
backtesting engine uses a dedicated transaction cost model to account not only for commissions and fees, but
also for latency-bound slippage and liquidity-bound market impact. The case of market impact is particularly
challenging because some order that never happened would influence the subsequent order stream indefinitely.
Consequently, a perfect solution to this problem cannot possibly exist, yet any innovation in approximate
models has the potential to better predict live trading performance.
Goodfellow et al. (2014) kick-started the advent of generative deep learning research with the introduction of
generative adversarial networks (GAN), a game-theoretical approach to neural network training that teaches a
generator network to produce realistic imitations of image data. Since then, a surge of updates to the original
design has refined the model to support virtually any form of unstructured data, even high-dimensional medical
time-series data (Esteban et al., 2018). In finance, GAN have so far been used to generate stock market order
streams (Li et al., 2020), similar to real market data in terms of all price, quantity and inter-arrival time
distribution as well as intensity and best bid/ask evolution. Moreover, Lezmi et al. (2020) used the same
approach to improve the robustness of trading strategy backtesting, providing a starting point for this thesis.
Using generative deep learning, the aim of this thesis is to design and build a backtesting engine that is able to
simulate non-parametrically the market impact of both market and limit orders. Learning from historical market
data, the underlying model should be used to internalise the distribution of a universal price formation process
as observed by Sirignano & Cont (2019) that, in response to some simulated order, would manipulate subsequent
LOB snapshots to reflect the incurred market impact. Put differently, the student is expected to (1) explore
design options regarding both data and model engineering, (2) implement a working prototype and (3) analyze
the degree to which the simulated price formation process is similar to historical LOB data. Level 2 market data
is provided, including high-resolution depth and trade information required to observe the market impact of
historical orders, covering the entire DAX 30 universe between 2014 and 2016. Given the technical complexity,
the student should have experience with python programming and, ideally, bring to the table a strong interest in
applied deep learning research.
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